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Abstract 

In objed-based systems， objects are replicated to 
increase the perfoT・mance，reliability， and availability. 
We discuss a no閃 1object-based loclcing (OBL) proto-
col to loclc replicas of objeds by eztending the quorum-
based protocol for read and write to abstract methods. 
Unless two methods conftict， subseu of the replicas 
loclced by the methods do not intersed eveπifthe meth-
ods change the replicas. Methods not computed on a 
replica A but computed on another replica are com-
puted 0π A when a method coπβiding with the meth-
ods are issued to A in the 0 B L protocol. We newly 
propose a version vector to identify what methods品re
computed on a T・eplica.

1 Introduction 

Reliable distributed systems are composed of repli-
cas of objects. The replicas of the object have to 
be mutually consistent. The two-phase locking (2PL) 
protocol [1， 2]10cks one of the replicas for readand all 
the replicas for write. The 2PL protocol is not effi-
cient for write岨 dominatedapplications because all the 
replicas are locked for write. In the quorum-based 
proもocol[3]， some numbers Qr and Qw of the repli-
cas named quorum numbers are locked for read and 
write， respectively. Here， a constraint " Qr + Qw >α 
" for the number a of the replicas has to be satisfied. 

Distributed applications are modeled to be a col-
lection of multiple objects which are cooperating. 
Object-based frameworks like CORBA [7] are widefy 
used to develop the distributed applications. An ob-
ject supports abstract methods like Deposit in a banlc 
object. The object is locked in an abstract mode cor-
responding to a method. A pair of methods OP1 and 
OP2 supported by an object 0 conflict if the result ob-
tained by applying OP1 and叩 2to 0 depends on the 
computation order of Dp1 and叩 2[1]. In this paper， we 
propose a novel locking scheme for replicated objects 
named OBL (object-based locJcing) protocol， which is 
an extension of the quorum-based protocol [3) to the 
replicas of the abstract objects. Before computing a 
method OPt on an object 0， some quorum number Qt 
of the replicas of 0 are locked in the abstract mode for 
OPt. Qt depends on how frequentlν叩 tis invoked. 
The more frequently Dpt is invoked， the smaller Qt 
gets. Suppose a pair of methods Dpt and Dpu are is-
sued to replicas of the object o. If OPt and叩 u are 
update methods， the quorum-based protocol requires 
that“Qt + Qu >α" hold. If OPt and opu are com-

puted on a pair of replicas ot and 0"， respectively， the 
states of ot and 0" get different. Then， if both Dpt and 
Opu are computed on replicas d and 0"， respectively， 
0' and 0" get the same state if Dpt and Dp.. are com-
patible. In the quorum-based protocol， there must be 
at least one newest replica where all write methods is-
sued are computed. However， there can exist replicas 
from which the newest version can be constructed even 
if七hereis no newest replica. In order to do that， we 
have to identify what methods are computed on each 
replica. We newly propose a version vector to identify 
the methods computed on each replica. In the OBL 
protocol， fewer number of replicas are locked than the 
quorum-based protocol and the 2P L protocol. 

In section 2， we present the system model. In sec-
tion 3， we extend the quorum concepts to object-based 
system. In section 4， we discuss the OBL protocol 
with the version vector. In section 5， we evaluate the 
OBL protocol compared with the quorum-based pro-
tocol in terms of the number of replicas to be locked. 

2 Objects 

A system is composed of objects 01，・・・，On(n 三
1) which are cooperating by exchanging messages in 
a reliable network. Each object 0.; supports methods 
0]Ji1， .・・ ，Op.;l; (l. さ 1) for manipulating 0.; and is en-
capsulated so that 0. can be manipulated only through 
the methods supported by 0.・Byusing the network， 
0.; can send messages to Oj with no message loss in the 
sending order. 

The objects are distributed on multiple processors. 
Objects are stored in server processors. If a transac-
もionin a client processor sends a reques七messageof a 
method叩.to an object 0. in a server， 0. computes 0]Ji. 
Here，叩.may invoke a method op.j on another object 
Oり ・Themethods are nested. 0. sends the response of 
Op.; back to the transaction. A transaction is an atomic 
invocation sequence of methods. Theもransactionan 
method commit only if all the methods invoked com-
mit. A method which changes the state of the object 
is an update one. 

Let叩 (s)denote a state obtained by applying a 
method σP to a state s of an object 0.・Amethod Dpij 

is compatible with another method Dp.1r. iff op.;j Oop.伐

(釘 op.;1r.0 op.j (Si) for every state s‘of Oi・ O]Jij
conflicts with Dp.k unless oPii is compatible with OPik-. 
The conflicting relation C. among the methods is not 
transitive. We assume C. is symmetric. C. is assumed 
to be specified on definition of the object 0.. The 
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interleaved and parallel computation of methods has 
to be $e吋alizable[1] 

On receipt of a request of a method明，回object0 .. 
is locked in a 1何 kmode μ(op..) in order to make the 
computation serializable. lf opl is compatible with 
op~ ， the mode μ(opI) is compatible wi出 μ(op2).Oth-
erwise， the mode μ(叩 1)conflicts wit~μ(op~). After 
computing op.‘， the lock of the mode μ(0叫 onthe ob-
ject 0.. is released. Let M，‘(m) be a set of lock modes 
with which a lock mode m conflicts in 0..・

3 Object Quorums 

3.1 Quorum constraint 

Let R( Di) be a cluster of an object 0..， i.e. a set 
of replic剖 OL--，of-ofq(向三 1).We extend the 
quorum-based protocol [3] to lock the replic回 inthe 
object-based systems. Let N..t be a subset of replicas 
to be locked by a method叩山 nameda quorum 8et 
of OPit (民tc R(o..)). Let Qit be the qωrum num-
ber of the replicas in Nit ・Thequorum numbers have 
to satisfy the following object-based locking (OBL) 
constraint. 
[OBL constraint] 

.Ifμ(op..t) conflicts withμ(op山)， Qit + Q..u > 向・

Let ψ(OPit) be usage frequency of a method OPit .. 
i.e. how frequently op..t is issued to 0... Here，判明d
+ ... + 伊(0.如、)= 1. Qil， ・・・，Q“‘ are obtained so 
as to minimize the average number ψ(opidQil + ... 
+判明dQil;of the replicas locked. This Ineans， the 
more frequently op..t is invoked， the fewer number of 
the replicas are locked by OPit・

A transaction T locks the replic剖 oj，...，of-副お1・
lows before manipulating the replicas by叩 it. First， 
a quorum set Nit is fixed for opit in the cluster R(o..). 
Every replica in Nit is locked in a mode μ(OPit). n all 
the replicas in Nit are locked， the replicas in Nit are 
manipulated by OPit・WhenT commits， the locks on 
the replicas in Nit are released. 

According to the quorum-based protocol， Q“+Q山

>向 if叩itand op..u are update methods. Here， a.. is 
the number of the replicas of an object oi・ Inthe 
OBL protocol， Qit + Q..u > 向 onlyif OPit conflicts 
with叩山・ Inanother word，仏t+ Qiu >向 canhold 
even if Dpit or叩 ωisan update method. The OBL 
protocol satisfies the following properties. 

[Properties] For every pair of conflicting methods 
OPit and op山 ofan object oi: 

1 AもleastQ“+Q山一 向 replicascompute both of 
the methods叩 itand op，叩・

2 If a pair of replicas of and of compute both叩 u

and叩山 ofand of compute明 tand明 uin the 
same order.ロ

3.2 Precedency among replicas 

[Example 1] Each of replicas B1， B~ ， B3， and B4 

of the bank object B supports four methods Deposit 
(D)! Wit!tdraw (W)， Checlc (C)， and Audit (14.). The 
method D is compatible with七hemethod W. C is 
compatible with A. D and W confiict with C and A. 

D， W， and A are update ones but C is not. Figure 
1 indicates a graph showing the con負ictingrelation 
among the methods. Here， a node shows a method and 
an edge betweenもhenodes indicates that the nodes 
conflict. Each replica B‘has a version number V‘ 
whose initial value is O. Let the quorum number QD 
of D be 3 and Qw of W be 2. Here， QD + Qw > 
4. D is issued to three replicas， say B1， B~ ， and B3 

and V1 = V~ V3 = 1. Then， W is issued to B1 

and B4. Since V1(= 1) > y4(= 0)， W is compl山 d
on B1 and yl二 2. B4 is updated by taking the 
state from B1. Here， yl = y4 2 and Vl = V3 

= 1. If the quorum number is decided b剖 edon the 
confiicting relation， we can reduce the quorum number 
but cannot decide which replica is the newest by using 
the version numbers. Here， Q“+Q凶>向 ifa pair of 
methods op，“and叩山 confiict.For example， QD， Qw， 
Qc，回dQA can be 2， 2， 3，回d3， respectively. First， 
supp伺 eD is issued to B1 and B~ and W is issued to 
B3 and B4 since QD = Qw = 2. Here， the version 
numbers of the replicas are changed to 1， i.e. V1 = V~ 
= y3 = V4 = 1. Then， C is issuedもoB1， B~ ， and B3 

since Qc = 3. Here， B3 is different from B1 and B~ 
although they have the same version number 1. Since 
D and W are compatible， the instance of D computed 
on B1 and B~ is also computed on B3 and B4 and the 
instance of W computed on B3 and B4 is computed on 
B1 and B 2 • Then， C can be computed on one of the 
replicas， say B 1• Thus， the replicas can be the newest 
by computing methods which are not computed on the 
replicas but computed on the others if these methods 
are compatible. Problem is that the states of B1 and 
B2 cannot be recognized to be differenもfromB3 and 
B4 by using the version numbers because the version 
numbers of B1， B2， B3， and B4 are 1 after D and W 
are computed.ロ

Figure 1: Conflicting graph. 

A replica of is considered to be newer than another 

replica of if every method IDstance computed on of is 

computed on of. 

[Definition] A replica of precede$ another replica of 

(of→イ)iff every update method computed on of is 

computed on of.ロ
“o?→吋"means thatイisobsolete since some 
update methods computed on of are noもcomputed

on of. of is maximal iff there is no replica of such 

that of→ of in the cluster R(Di). of is maximum i貸
付→ offor every replica of in R(Oi)' The quorum-
ba.sed protocol requires that every quorum 8et include 
at least one maximum replica of. That is， if a pair of 
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update methods OPit and OPiu are issued， at least one 
replica O? computes both OPit and叩山・ Inthe OBL 
protocol， no replica may compute both of op，“ and OPiu 
if OPit and OPiu are compatible even if OP，t and OPiu 
are update ones. Hence， there may be no maximum 
replica but may exist multiple maximal replicas. R(o.) 
is complete if there is a maximum replica in R(oz). 
R(o，) may be incomplete in the OBL protocol. 

[Definition] A pair of maximal replicas of and 07 

are unifiable iff o? and 0: get the same state if every 

update method not computed on one of o? and 07 is 
computed on the other replica.ロ

Suppose there are two replicas o? and 0:. Let (叩1>1，
・・ 1 叩1>1，，)be a sequence 7r1>1 of update methods com-

puted on a replica o? but not on 0:. Let (opU， ・・・，
OP11.) be a sequence宵1:1>of update methods computed 

on of but not on o? If every pair of methods叩 huand 
OPlev are compatible for u = 1， ...， lh and v = 1， . 
11:， a state obtained by applying 7rhl to 07 is the same 

踊 astate obtained by applying 7r1eh to o? The state 

obtained here is a 1ωt  upper bound of of and 0; ( of 

U 07) with同 spectto“→" For example， suppose B1 

and B2 compute D and B3 and B4 compute W in Ex-
ample 1. Here，宵13=宵23= (W) and町 1= 11'41 = (D). 
The unifiable relation “三nis equivalent. Let U(of) be 

an equivalent set { 07 I 07三 o?in R(o，) } for a maxi-

mal replica o? A cluster R( 0;) is consistent iff U (of) 

U(Of) for some pair of maximal replicas o? and 07 

in R(Oi)' Here， U(of) is referred to as unifiable set 
U(o，) of R(o，). A least upper bound ofthe replicas in 
a consistent cluster R(Oi) shows a possible maximum 
replica to be obtained from the replicas in R(Oi)' In 
the quorum-based protocol， there exists a maximum 
replica. If R( 0，) is inconsistent， the replicas cannot be 
consistent. 

Incomplete methods are update ones computed on 
some replicas but not on every replica in a unifiable 
set U(o;) of R(o，). Every pair of incomplete methods 
not computed on a same replica are computed not on 
every replica. Complete methods are update methods 
computed on every replica in U(o，). 

Let us consider how OP，t is computed on the repli-
C出.明tcan be computed on a replica of in the quか
rum set N，t if every incomplete method which conflicts 
with OP，t is computed on o? However， there might not 
exist such a replica o? in R(o，). Hence，叩~t is com-
puted as follows. 

1 Incomplete methods on each maximal replica are 
computed on the other maximal replicas in N，t as 
presented before. Here， every maximal replica is 
the newest one 

2 Then， OP，t is computed on the maximal replicas. 
3 If OPit is an update method， the states of the repli-
cas in N，t have to be changed. The non-maximal 
replicas凶 R(o，)compute every update method 
computed on the maximal ones but not computed 
on the replicas. In another way， one of the maxi-

mal replicas sends the state to the other replicas. 

Here， every replica in N，t is the newest one， i.e. max-
imum replica in R( 0“) • 
3.3 Version vector 

We newly introduce a version vector to iden-
tify what methods are computed on each replica. 
Each replica o? mar叩ulatesa bitmap vector B M，h = 
(BMA， ...， BM，え)and a counter vector U，h (UA， 
ー， U，~J Each element BMi~ is in a bitmap form 

(BMi~l ， ...， BMi~e，). The kth bit BM，~l is 1ぜof

knows that OP;t is issued to 0;， otherwise 0 (k 1， 
.，向). Each element Ui~ is a開 rsionnumber of 

the replica o? wi出向spectto 叩u ・ Ui~ is incremented 

by one each time OP，t is computed on o? and OPit is 
an update method. For example， BME and UE of a 

replica B' are (BMED' BMEw， BMEc， BMEむA)a組n

(UED' UE恥 UEc，UEA)' respectively， in Example 1 
[Figure21.Here，let R?denote (UA)BM5・ Forexam-

ple， VJD = 31101 shows BM~D 二 1101 and U~D =3. 
V;h is a 附・sionvector (Vi~， ...， Vi7， ). of manipulates 

the version vector V;h which includes both information 
on B M，h and U，h. 
[Example 2] Initially， each replica BJ h回 theversion 

vector V~ = (00∞0， 00000， 00000， 00000) for j = 1， . • .， 
4 in Example 1. Suppose D is issued to B1 and B2 

since QD = 2. VA な=(11100，000∞， 000∞， 00ω0)' 

Then， W is issued to B3 and B4 since Qw = 2. V; = 
ワ=(00000， 10011，00000，00脚).Then， C is issued to 
B1， B2， and B3 since Qc = 3. VA = VJ # V;. Since 
VAD ワD 11100 and V;w 10011， B1 and B2 

know that D is issued to B1 and B2， and B3 knows 
that W is issued to B3 and B 4 • Here， no replica is 
maximum because every replica h槌 computedeither 
D or W. One replica， say B¥ is selected. The insもance
of W computed on B3 is computed on B 1 • VJw is 

changed to be 1刷1， i.e. VJ (111∞， 10011， 00蜘
00000)， Then， C is computed on B 1 • Since C is not 
an update one，ワcis not changed. D is issued to 

B3 and B4 • ワ Vit (10011， 10011， 00000， 00∞0)' 

Then， the method A is issued to three replicas B2， 
B3， and B4 since QA =3. Since VJD 11100 and 

V;D 10011， B2 and B3 compute di品 rentinstances 

D1 and D2 of D， respectively. B2 and B3 exchange 
the instances of D1 and D2・Inaddition， V~w = 00蜘
and V;w 100ル Here，the instances of D and W 

computed on B3 have to be computed on B2 to obtain 
the least upper bound version of B2 and B 3 • Since D 
is compatible with W， D and W can be computed on 
B2 in any order. Now， the method A is computed on 
B2 after D and W are computed. Here， B2 computes a 
sequence D1WD2A and B2 computes WD2D1A. V~ 

(21111， 10011， 00000， 10111) and A updates B 2
• If 

the state of B2 is sent to B3 and B4， B3 and B4 are 
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Figure 2: Version vectors. 

updated with the state of B2 • ワ = V.2 = VJ. Here， 
VAp ワD V.2D ゆp(=21111jisinitialized 
to be 00000 since the same instances of D are surely 
computed on every replica. In stead of sending the 
states， B3 and B4 can compute A. Then， B2 can 
send a sequence of the instances computed on B2もo
the other replicas.ロ

Let BMi
h and BM;" be bitmaps for of and of，閃

s卯p戸阿e民M叫cti吋 • BM，h is included in BMl' (BM，h c BMl) 
iπ BMti =1 if BMi

hi =1 for j 1，…，向・ B M，h
U BM;" shows (BM1， ...， BMa.・)where BMl = 1 if 

BM，hi = BM，lci = 1， otherwise 0 for j = 1， . . .， a，. 
・ Vi~ 三時 ifEr;: 三 Ui~ and BMi~ c BMi~' 
・14h壬げ iffVi~ 壬ぽ for every method叩 I，t・
A pair of version elements Vi~ and Vi~ are not 

comparable i質問itherVi~ 三対 nor Vi~ 三 Vi~. If BMi~ 
n B Mi~ :f. 4>， Vi~ and Vi~ are not comparable even if 
吋三 Ui~ or Ui~ 三 U，~ . For example， s叩up卯po慨B民eV，玲A 
= (い111ω0叫 00∞0∞，00000， 00000) and VJ (21110， 000∞， 
Onnnn. Onnnn). Here. V~ < V~ . Here. if V~ ー (2nn唱'uuuu， VUUUU/. LL... .l~， r B r B. .I..L'-'''''"'I J.J. r B - ¥"UU11 

00000，000∞， 00∞0)， VAD and V~D are not comparable. 
In a subset N c R(o;)， Vih is ma2:Imal iff there is no 

replica of in N where Vil:三り forof in N. 
We define a least upper bound “u" for a pair of 

version elements Vi~ and Vi~ on明 tas follows : 

( Vi~ if Vi~ 三円1.
h I I v.1: _ ) Vi~ if Vi~ ~陀.・ Vi~ u Vi~ = <叫‘一1 (Ui~ + Ui~' BMi~ U BMi~) 

otherwise. 

-RhuRK=(RtuRi，...， Ri URt)・

For example，な=(10011， 000∞， 00000， 00000) U VJ 
(11100， 1∞11， 00叫 000∞)= (21111， 1則 1，000∞， 

00000) 

[ Definition ] A version vector Vih is equ山4

another one Vil: (Vih
三 Vf)iRVii=14ifor every up 

date method OPi~ conflicting with every pair of com-
patible methods OPit and op:山・ロ

For example， D and W are compatible with one an-
other and conflict with A. Hence， VA = (111∞， 00蜘，
000∞， 20101) is equivalent with V~ (000∞， 10ω011 
00∞0仇，20ω1) since ロA ワA = 20101・Ifv，h

三 W，
of and of can get the same state by computing com-
pa.tible methods which are not yet computed on the 
replicas. 

4 Object-based Locking Protocol 
We discuss a locking protocol by using山everSlOn 

vector. Suppose a method opit is issued to an objecも

Oi. A replica of of Oi has a method log lf for storing 
a田 quenceof method instances computed on of. Let 

l~ be a subsequence of instances of OPit in the log 
lf. Each instance叩 hasa bitmap op.BM showing 

replicas to which op is issued. That is， op.B MI: = 1 if 

叩 isissued to of. The counter U，~ gives the number 
of method instances in l~ . 
[ Locking protocol] An object 0， sends a method 
oPit to every replica in the quorum set N，t of叩 it.

1 All the replicas in N，t are locked in a mode 
μ(OPit). Unless succeeded in locking the replicas， 
OPit abo巾 . Each replica of in Nムsendsback 
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a response with the version vector V/ and the 

method log lf to 0，・
2 On receipt of the responses from all the replicas 
in Nit， 0， obtains 九=u {げ 1 07εNit}. Let 
Ph (OPit) denoもea set {叩山 lop山 conflictswith 
OP;t， op;u.BM ::j:. (1.. .1)， and of computes op;u 

}. 0， finds a replica o? in Nit which is maximal 
WI山 respect七omethods conflicting with op“-

3 If a replica of is found， 0， requires O? to compute 
OPit. O? computes OPit 

a If 0仇tis not an update method， O? sends a 
response to 0，・

b Otherwise， of sends the set H， (明t)to one 

replica 07 in Nit イcomputesevery op.山lD

Ph(OP;t) unless 07 had computed OPiu・ For
every OPi" in Ph (op;t)，叩叩.BM:=叩刊.BM

V明 t・BM. of sends a response back to 0，・

4 Unless O? is found， 0仇， sel伽l

o弓?i凶nthe quorum set Nit・LetP(OPit) be a set { 
Op，山 lop山 conflictswith oPit and is computed on 

some replica O? in Nit }. 

a If OP;t is an update， o. sends P(明 t)to every 
replica in Nit. Each replica 0: computes ev-
ery update op;u computed in Nit which is not 
computed on of andもhencomputes op“. For 
every op山 inP( OP;t)，叩 iu.BM:=op.叩 .BM

V叩 .BMin O? o? sends a response back to 
0，. 

b If OPit is not an update， 0， selects one max-
imal replica of in Nit. o. sends P(恥)to 

。f.of computes every op.山 inP(OPit) if of 

、 had not computed op.山 ・Then，o? computes 
叩 it・ofsends a response to 0，・ロ

Methods stored in the method log lf have to be 
eventually removed to reduce the log size in of. The 

bitmap叩“.BMattached to叩吋 inthe log lf shows 
that O? knows that叩 itis computed on 07 if BMIe =1. 
If opit・BM= (1.. .1)， O? knows that明 tis computed 

on every replica. However，of cannot remove OP;t from 

lf because another replica 07 may not yet know that 
e.very replica has computed opit. Hence， a following 
instance叩山 inthe log lf is removed : 

・叩叫.BM= op，叩 .BM= (1. . .1) for every method 
OP;" in lf which conflicts with op山 andis com-
puted before op;u. 

The counter 以i~ and the bitmap B Mi~ are initial-
ized again， i.e. Ui~ := 0 and BMi~ := (0.. .0) if BMi~ 
gets (1.. .1). If BMi~ = (1.. .1) in some replica o?，叩lit

is computed on every replica of in the quorum set 1九.
Thus， Ui~ shows how many instances of明 tare com-

puted on o~. If BMi~ n BMi~ = o and ( Ui~ > 0 or 
広i~ > 0 ) for an update method叩仙 asequence sh 

of instances of 0仇tcomputed on of is different from 

Slc of 07. sh and slc include Ui~ and Ui~ instances of 
OPit， respectively. In the OBL protocol， sle and sh are 
required to be computed on of and 07， respectively. 
Then， BMi~ := BMi~ := BMi1 n BMi~ and Ui~ := Ui~ 
: = Ui~ + Ui~ + 1. 
[Theorem] For every update method OPit， if BMi~ c 
BMi~ and Ui~ 三 Ui~' every in山 nceof OPit computed 
on Bf is also computed on Bilc • ロ

[Theorem] If V;h壬v;1e， every pair of conflicting in-

stances OPit and opiu computed on a replica of are 
computed on another replica 07 in the same order.ロ

[Theorem] Every pair of maximal replicas O? and 07 
are unifiable to one unique replica.ロ
[Theorem] All the replicas are unifiable to one unique 
replica in the 0 B L protocol.ロ

5 Evaluation 
We evaluate the OBL protocol by comparing with 

the quorum-based protocol in terms of the number of 
the replicas locked. An object Oi supports methods 
Op.仙・ ー，op.山 (li三1).In the quorum-based protocol， 
an update OPit is considered to be write. Otherwise， 
OPit is read. Quorum sets Nit and Niu for a pair of 
methods OPit and OPiu are decided so that Nit n Nit ::j:. 。ifOPit or OPiu is an update. On the other hand， N，山
一， Nil; are obtained based on the conflicting relation. 

Nit n Niu ヲ止。onlyif OPit conflicts with 0臥u・That is， 
Nit n N山=ゆ ifOPit is compatible with op山evenif 
OPit or op;u is an update one in the OBL protocol. Let 
ψ(op;t) denote a usage frequency of opit whereψ(oP;d 
+ ... +ψ(OPil;) = 1. For various values of the usage 
frequency ψ， the minimum quorum numbers Q~ and 
Q~ to be locked in the OBL protocol a吋 thequorum-
based protocol， respectively， are calculated. In the 
evaluation， an object is assumed to supportもwotypes 
of methods OPl and Op2. Figure 3 shows conflicting 
graphs for three c泊四.
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Figure 3: Conflicting rela七lons.

Figures 4， 5， and 6 show the quorum number for 
usage frequency of opl in case that the number 向 of
the replicas is 10. In the quorum-based protocol， the 
quorum number of OPi depends on whether or not OPi 
is an update. We assume that叩包 isan update if op; 
conflicts with iもself.We also assume that one of叩 l
and OP2 is an update if OPl conflicts with OP2・Forex-
ample， at least one of叩 1and OP2 must be an update 
lDC剖 e1 because OPl conflicts with OP2・Hence，叩1
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and OP2 are considered to be one of write and write， 
write and read， and read and write. There are three 
cases depending on whether or not the methods are 
update ones. Hence， there are three combinations of 
update and non-update rnethods in ca.se 1， two iri case 
2， and four in ca.se 3. We obtain the minimum， rnax-
imurn， and average quorurn numbers for the quorum-
based protocol through the computation. The quorum 
number ofthe OBL protocol is also calculated so that 
the OBL constraint are satisfied. Figures 4， 5， and 6 
show that the fewer number of replica.s are locked in 
the OBL protocol than the quorum-ba.sed protocol. 
Even if OPl and OP2 are update methods， OPl rnay be 
compatible with OP2・ Forexample，もhemethod D is 
compatible with W in Example 1. 

6 Concluding Remarks 
This paper h剖 discussedthe object-based locleing 
(OBL) protocol for the replica.s of the objects. The 
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Figure 6: Evaluation of OBL protocol (ca.se 3). 

object supports a more abstract level of method than 
read and write. The version vector has been proposed 
to maintain the mutual consistency of the replic剖.

The replica.s are not required to compute every update 
instance which has been computed on the other repli-
cas if the instance is compatible with the instances 
cornputed. Through the evaluation， we have shown 
that fewer number of replicas are locked in the OBL 
pro七ocolthan the quorum-based protocol. 
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